If you’re looking for an environmentally friendly, energy-efficient home heating option, vent-free gas fireplaces, logs, inserts, space heaters or stoves are your clean, green choice.

**$ave Money, Energy**

Vent-free gas appliances operate at 99% efficiency, delivering 99¢ worth of heat for every energy dollar spent.

Achieve economy and comfort from zone heating, focusing warmth where needed and saving more than 20% on your energy costs, according to the U.S. Department of Energy.

Environmentally friendly vent-free appliances are fueled with natural gas or propane, among the cleanest of all fossil fuels according to the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. Both gases are domestically abundant and are secure sources of energy.

In addition to a clean, green output, vent-free gas products don’t generate hazardous waste when they’re manufactured.

**Economical Installation**

Whether building a new home, remodeling, or just upgrading a room, vent-free products are available in models designed for wall mounting, building in, or dressing out with a mantel. Because these systems require no chimney or external vent, your dealer can quickly and economically install a vent-free gas heater or fireplace on any interior or exterior wall -- just about anywhere that allows access to a gas line.

**Safe, Reliable Heat**

Vent-free gas products have been sold in the U.S. for more than 30 years, with more than 20 million units installed nationwide. This long history has produced a solid safety record.

As an added safety measure, these appliances feature built-in safety devices to ensure proper gas flow and operation.

Vent-free gas products can provide emergency heat during a power outage since they don’t require electricity.

Because vent-free appliances burn so cleanly, your home’s air quality is not negatively impacted. Enjoy the added comfort and security knowing that you’ve made a safe green choice!

Reminder: always follow the manufacturer’s instructions when using any type of fuel-burning appliance.

Join the millions of Americans each year who save money and reduce their energy consumption by installing a vent-free gas system -- the perfect choice for Sensible Green Heat™.

Visit www.ventfree.org for more information.